
LIVING AIDS CREATIVE

Creative Living offers a wide variety of disability aids designed to cater for the everyday needs of those living with
disabilities and mobility issues.

If an item is out of stock, we will contact you by phone or email as soon as possible. Click here for more
information Delivery Information Stock items despatched within 24 hours. With this in mind we wanted to
design a product with no wrong answer that gives them a sense of achievement. Please indicate your eligibilty
during the checkout process. If an item is out of stock, we will contact you by phone or email as soon as
possible. This Creative Scene has magnetic pieces in the shape of sewing items which people can pick up and
place on the background wherever they choose to create their very own sewing box. Special offers may be
available. The plastic used is durable, easy to clean and meets infection control standards. Dimensions 36 x 25
x 0. This Creative Scene has magnetic pieces in the shape of tools which people can pick up and place on the
background wherever they choose to create their very own tool shed. Special occasions would always mean a
new outfit and it was always handmade! Please see our Delivery page for more details of Highlands and
Offshore rates. How It Works As dementia progresses people struggle to pick up puzzle pieces and place them
in the correct place, a cause of frustration. Special offers may be available. With this in mind we wanted to
design a product with no wrong answer that gives them a sense of achievement. The DIY movement increased
in popularity after WWII as home ownership was rising, tradesmen were expensive, servants were gone and
the housing stock decaying. Sewing was essential but rewarding How It Works As dementia progresses people
struggle to pick up puzzle pieces and place them in the correct place, a cause of frustration. The plastic used is
durable, easy to clean and meets infection control standards. Ordinary people wanted to learn DIY because
they now needed to do the work themselves. Please see our Delivery page for more details of Highlands and
Offshore rates. Creative Scenes use specially shaped magnetic pieces and have beautifully illustrated content,
commissioned to ensure they are reminiscent of the appropriate era so people can relate to them and start
conversations. Creative Scenes use specially shaped magnetic pieces and have beautifully illustrated content,
commissioned to ensure they are reminiscent of the appropriate era so people can relate to them and start
conversations.


